
Nonprofit Event Games

Limbo- Standard limbo “ How Low can you go!?”

Version #1: Classic
This is your classic game of limbo where guests compete to see how low they can go
without touching the bar or falling over. The person who can go the lowest wins!

Version #2: Musical Limbo!
This includes all the fun elements as the classic version except in this one the guests will
dance to a certain song chosen by the DJ and then when the music stops you must hold
that position that you are in!

Human or regular Musical chairs ( at the beginning of the night)

Version #1: Classic Standard musical chairs. When you hear the music stop, try to find a
chair. The person who does not have the chair is out!

Version #2 Bridal Party: Instead of chairs, Ladies you have the men supporting you in
this funny game! Ladies Straddle on and hold on for dear life!

Office Mates (software used)
Time to see how well you know your Coworkers. Pick your Office Bestie and see if you
can come out on top of the Chain!

Dance Contest/Soul train lines “Everybody Dance Now”
It's time to let Loose and move with the groove Join in on the SOUL Train Line
(Beetles, Motown, disco,Funk songs)

Elbow/Knee Game
This is a hilarious twist to find out how well the couple knows one another.  To start we
will have the bridesmaids and bride sitting on chairs in a line. We will blindfold the groom
and have him come in and guess which one his bride is by touching the elbows of each
lady. Once he has made his guess the host will have him remove his blindfold to see if
he made the correct choice.
Once that round is complete we will do the same thing with the groomsmen and Bride
only this time she will have to guess by touching the knees of each groomsmen.



Musical chair scavenger hunt.
This is Musical Chairs on Steroids! The Host will ask you to find a certain Item on their
Scavenger Hunt List. Once you complete the task, hurry back and take a seat. Last
person standing is out!

Balloon Pop
Each contestant will be given a balloon that they will need to blow up, then
place between their legs, and then hop down and pop on a chair. The first
team to pop all the balloons will win!

Cookie to Face
In this Minute to Win Challenge you have 1 min to get a cookie from your
forehead all the way in your mouth. Only thing is you can't use your hands!

Junk in the Trunk
Out with the old and in with the new! It’s time to shake things up! In this fun
game you have to shake all the ping pong balls out of a kleenex box
attached to your hip; before the other person does! Whoever completes
this task first is the winner!

Hula Hoop Relay
If you thought Hula Hooping with 1 person was hard; now try it with 5
people! In This fun relay you have to connect hands with your teammates
and move the hula hoop from one person to the next and back. Only thing
is you CAN'T BREAK HANDS! Whichever team completes the relay the
fastest is the winner!

Frozen Pants
Dressing up has never been this much fun! Whichever team can put on
their team pants on first wins… oh yeah, one last thing... THEY ARE
FROZEN! Do whatever you must to break the ice and get those pants on!!

Bucket Head
It's time to use that big head of yours and put it to the test! You have 30
secs to catch as many balls in your bucket! So get Wild, get Crazy and use
that Noggin!



Potato Sack Relay
Time to stop being Couch Potato and get in the sacks! It's the classic relay race to see
who can hop the fastest in their potato sack to the finish line! Fastest potato is the
winner!

Food Eating Contest
That’s right! Pull out those bibs and get ready to “Chow Down”. We are
about to find out who has the most room in their stomach and can eat the
most food!
-Hot dogs
-Burgers
-Cookies
-Donuts
-Pie


